It is difficult for ultrasound to image small targets such as breast microcalcifications. Synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging has recently developed as a promising tool to improve the capabilities of medical ultrasound. We use two different tissueequivalent phantoms to study the imaging capabilities of a real-time synthetic aperture ultrasound system for imaging small targets. The InnerVision ultrasound system DAS009 is an investigational system for real-time synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging. We use the system to image the two phantoms, and compare the images with those obtained from clinical scanners Acuson Sequoia 512 and Siemens S2000. Our results show that synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging produces images with higher resolution and less image artifacts than Acuson Sequoia 512 and Siemens S2000. In addition, we study the effects of sound speed on synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging and demonstrate that an accurate sound speed is very important for imaging small targets.
INTRODUCTION
The idea of synthetic aperture imaging has been widely used in geophysical imaging for decades. 1 Synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging has great potential to significantly improve medical ultrasound. 2 In 1985, Nagai used a synthetic aperture focusing method for ultrasonic B-scan imaging. 3 Since 1990, more and more research has been carried out on synthetic aperture ultrasound for medical imaging. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] In 1992, O'Donnell and Thomas 4 used simultaneous excitation of a multi-element subaperture to replace the single element transmission, and was considered the first direct attempt to apply synthetic aperture imaging for medical ultrasound imaging. 2 In 2005, Jensen et al. built a real-time system specifically designed for research purposes. 8 The system can be used with 128-element transducers and can excite 128 transducer elements and receive and sample data from 64 channels simultaneously at 40 MHz with 12-bit precision. In 2006, a 2D array with 256 × 256 elements was developed for 3D rectilinear ultrasound imaging and transrectal imaging at 10MHz using synthetic aperture techniques. 9, 11 A rocking convex array transducer was recently developed for 3D synthetic aperture focusing. 10 It uses a virtual source for defocused multi-element transmit, and another virtual source in the elevation focus point.
High-resolution ultrasound systems are needed for imaging small targets such as breast microcalcifications, which are tiny specks of mineral deposits (calcium). The three basic forms of malignant calcifications are casting-type, granulartype and powderish calcifications. 12 The sizes of breast microcalcifications range approximately from 0.1 mm to 0.5 mm, which are in the order of ultrasound wavelengths. Breast microcalcifications are invisible within the noisy echo texture of either cancerous masses or ductal carcinoma in situ. [13] [14] [15] [16] Synthetic aperture ultrasound with high-resolution imaging algorithms [17] [18] [19] [20] is a new, promising imaging modality for microcalcification detection.
We use two tissue-equivalent phantoms to investigate imaging capabilities of InnerVision DAS009, an investigational system for real-time synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging. A multipurpose tissue-equivalent phantom (Model 84-317) is used to compare the differences among images obtained using InnerVision DAS009 with a Prosonic HL5-10/40EPN transducer, Acuson Sequoia 512 with a 15L8W transducer, and Siemens S2000 with a Multi-D 9L4 transducer. The latter two are clinical scanners. An ATS phantom Model 551 is used to investigate image resolution of InnerVision DAS009 and the effects of sound speed on imaging small targets. We demonstrate that the synthetic aperture ultrasound system produces better images than Acuson Sequoia 512 and Siemens S2000, and that an accurate sound speed is critically important for imaging small targets using synthetic aperture ultrasound.
IMAGE COMPARISON
In a synthetic aperture ultrasound system, ultrasound from each element of a transducer array or a virtual source of multiple elements 21 propagates to the entire imaging domain, and all elements in the transducer array receive ultrasound signals reflected/scattered from the imaging region ( Fig. 1) . Therefore, synthetic aperture ultrasound data contain information of ultrasound reflected/scattered from all possible directions from the imaging domain to the transducer array.
InnerVision DAS009 is an investigational system for real-time synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging (Fig. 2a) . We compare the image resolution and quality of the synthetic aperture ultrasound system with those obtained from two clinical ultrasound systems: Acuson Sequoia 512 (Fig. 2b) and Siemens S2000 (Fig. 2c) . The InnerVision DAS009 uses a Prosonic HL5-10/40EPN transducer, Acuson Sequoia 512 uses a 15L8W transducer, and Siemens S2000 uses a Multi-D 9L4 transducer.
A multipurpose tissue-equivalent phantom Model 84-317 (Fig. 3a) is scanned by the three ultrasound systems at 8 MHz. The phantom is designed to help provide both quantitative and qualitative information on the performance of ultrasound imaging systems. The phantom is filled with Zerdine, a solid-elastic, water-based polymer that exhibits echogenic patterns similar to those encountered in human liver parenchyma. Figure 3(b) shows the approximate region scanned by InnerVision DAS009 and Acuson Sequoia 512, and the corresponding images are shown in Fig. 3(c) and (d) , respectively. The synthetic aperture ultrasound images of the three line targets in Fig. 3(c) have a higher resolution than those in Fig. 3(d) . In addition, the shadows of the images of the three line targets in Fig. 3(d) are not seen in Fig. 3(c) . The maximum depth of all phantom images in this paper is 4 cm.
To compare the synthetic aperture image of InnerVision DAS009 with that of Siemens S2000, an approximate region of the phantom Model 84-317 as shown in Fig. 4(a) is scanned by both systems at 8 MHz. All line targets are well imaged with a similar image resolution in the synthetic aperture image in Figure 4(b) , while the image resolution of these line targets in Figure 4 (c) obtained from Siemens S2000 deteriorates with depth.
IMAGE RESOLUTION
We use an ATS phantom Model 551 (Fig. 5) to investigate the image resolution of InnerVision DAS009, an investigational system for real-time synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging. The phantom is designed with a combination of monofilament line targets and tissue mimicking cylindrical targets of varying sizes and contrasts. The monofilament line targets have a diameter of 0.05 mm. Four groups of line targets are provided to evaluate the vertical and horizontal calibration measurements, dead zone, and axial-lateral resolution (Fig. 6) . The phantom is constructed of rubber-based tissue mimicking materials. The separation of the monofilament line targets in Fig. 6(a) ranges from 0.25 mm to 3 mm.
The region of the ATS phantom shown in Fig. 6(a) is scanned by the InnerVision synthetic aperture ultrasound system at 8 MHz, and the image is displayed in Fig. 7 . It demonstrates that the synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging can provide images with high axial and lateral resolution.
EFFECTS OF SOUND SPEED
We use three group targets of the ATS phantom Model 551 (Fig. 6 ) to investigate the effects of sound speed on synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging. First, we reconstruct synthetic aperture images using sound speeds ranging from 1400 m/s to 1550 m/s for the region with line targets for testing the axial-lateral resolution. The sound speed of the phantom is approximately 1460 m/s. The resulting images of the monofilament lines shown in Fig. 8 indicate that the axial and lateral resolution of the images decreases with increasing the differences between the phantom sound speed and the sound speed used for image reconstruction. When the sound speed difference is larger than ±60 m/s, synthetic aperture ultrasound can not distinguish the line targets separated by 0.25 mm.
We then reconstruct synthetic aperture ultrasound images of the vertical-horizontal line targets (Fig. 9a ) using different sound speeds. As shown in Fig. 9(b)-(d) , an accurate sound speed is critically important for imaging small targets.
Finally, we obtain synthetic aperture ultrasound images of anechoic target structures using different sound speeds. The diameters of the anechoic structures are 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 mm. The approximate region with anechoic structures scanned is displayed in Fig. 10(a) . Figure 10 
CONCLUSIONS
We have used two tissue-equivalent phantoms to investigate the image resolution of an investigational system for real-time synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging (InnerVision DAS009), and compared the results with those of clinical ultrasound scanners Acuson Sequoia 512 and Siemens S2000. Our phantom images show that the synthetic aperture ultrasound system has the potential to generate images with higher resolution and fewer artifacts, such as image shadows, compared to those obtained using the two clinical ultrasound scanners. In addition, we have demonstrated that an accurate sound speed used for image reconstruction during synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging is critically important for imaging small targets. Using synthetic aperture ultrasound in combination with high-resolution image reconstruction algorithms could be a useful tool for detecting breast microcalcifications. 
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